
CertainTeed Ceilings Makes the Grade at 
Northampton Community College Campus

For many years, Monroe County was the 
fastest-growing county in Pennsylvania as urbanites 
from New York and New Jersey fled big-city life for 
the more serene setting of the Poconos. As a result, 
the county’s K-12 schools grew, and grew fast. It was 
not long before the local campus of Northampton 
Community College in the town of Tannersville 
followed suit. 

“In 1992, we had about 100 students at our Monroe 
County campus, and by 2001, we were up to 1,000 
students. By 2008 we were teaching over 2,000 
students at that location. The growth was rapid,” 
said Mark Culp, director of facilities and public safety 
for Northampton Community College, which has 
become the college of choice for one in six high school 
graduates in Monroe County. 
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The acoustically sound lecture hall at the new Northampton Community College campus in Tannersville, Pennsylvania.
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The college also operates two campuses along with the Fowler 
Family Southside Center in downtown Bethlehem, serving more 
than 35,000 credit and noncredit students each year.

To accommodate the growing student population, the community 
college expanded its Monroe County facility twice, but they were 
still running out of space. In 2005, the administration decided 
to move on from the original building and erect an entirely new 
campus. They found an 82-acre lot nearby and got in touch with 
MKSD Architects of Allentown, Pennsylvania.

Built for sound education

A new site gave Northampton Community College administration 
the opportunity to build the ideal campus. What should that look 
like? It was an exciting prospect.

Eager to break free of the singular, well-worn facility, the 
college’s priority was to create a site with a true campus feel. 
“In the old building, we really missed out on having a campus 
atmosphere. There were no spaces for students to sit and study 

or to congregate. Classes and offices filled every nook 
and cranny of that building,” Culp said. 

The students felt likewise and were invited to voice 
their opinions by participating in the schematic 
design phase with the architects. “What the students 
overwhelmingly said in our meetings was they wanted 
the new campus to feel like a college. In the former 
single building they felt like they were still in high 
school. There was no food court, no gym, no student-
oriented spaces, and no large library. By adding 
all these components and enhancing the learning 
environment, we knew we could help fulfill their ideas 
of what the campus could and should be,” said Silvia 
Hoffman, partner and architect with MKSD Architects. 

Beyond these basic blueprint amenities, the 
administration asked that the design also complement 
the campus’ rural surroundings, which enviably 
includes Camelback Mountain as its backdrop.  
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They also liked the idea of sustainable construction and agreed 
to pursue Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED®) certification through the U.S. Green Building Council.

“It was a major commitment to make it a sustainably built 
learning environment, so we very consciously went after LEED 
certification and are on track to earn LEED Gold,” said Culp,  
who is a LEED AP.

A case for acoustics

The LEED certification program recognizes best-in-class 
building strategies and practices and focuses on everything from 
products to building systems, not the least of which is acoustics. 
And for good reason. Studies have shown that built-in acoustics 
have a profound effect on the learning that happens in the 
classroom. Consider the fact that as much as 60 percent of all 
classroom activities involve spoken communication and listening. 

Excessive background noise and reverberation impede 
learning by interfering with such communication. 
Students who sit in acoustically poor rooms often 
hear background noise more clearly than the speaker. 
For these students, learning is justifiably difficult. 
Students who sit in so-called “acoustic black holes” 
struggle to hear the teacher. On the other hand, 
students in acoustically sound rooms are able to hear 
the speaker and have every opportunity to get the 
information they need.

A variety of elements are known to affect acoustics — 
signal-to-noise ratio, sound absorption, reverberation 
time, the quality of installed HVAC systems — and the 
first line of defense is often the use of acoustic ceiling 
panels. Knowing this, MKSD Architects specified 
more than 100,000 square feet of Symphony® m 
and VOC-compliant Symphony® f, and an additional 
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10,000 square feet mix of Rx Symphony®, Theatre® Black and 
School Board® ceiling panels. The entire job was installed with a 
CertainTeed Suspension System.

The panels, all manufactured by CertainTeed Ceilings and used 
throughout the campus, were chosen for their exceptional 
acoustical properties and clean, contemporary aesthetic. 
Symphony m and Rx Symphony offer a noise reduction coefficient 
(NRC) of .70 and VOC-compliant Symphony f has near perfect 
sound absorption with an NRC of .95. These materials met  
LEED v4 Building Design and Construction for Schools guidelines 
that stipulate ceiling panels in schools offer a minimum NRC of 
.70 for 100 percent of the ceiling area, minus lights and other 
essential elements. In addition, the low-VOC formulation, resilient 
Overtone® finish and high recycled content of the panels further 
contributed to the sustainable environment the college required, 
while keeping with the sleek, modern look of the campus.

Hoffman says the CertainTeed ceiling panels were essential 
for controlling or enhancing the acoustics in each classroom. 
The panels also offer high light reflectance to aid in the even 

distribution of lighting across desks. In addition, 
the panels’ environmental properties bode well 
for versatile rooms like the new state-of-the-art 
library and the food court that are multi-purpose 
in nature. While one person may use the library for 
personal study, many others use it as a collaborative 
workspace. Similarly, the food court must be flexibly 
designed so it can moonlight as a lecture hall or other 
public purpose. Rooms built with sound-absorbing 
materials will more easily adjust to the varied uses of 
the space.

A great example of acoustic ceiling panels at work is 
the campus’ 72-seat lecture hall, where a CertainTeed 
VOC-compliant Symphony® f fiberglass ceiling was 
installed. Built-in acoustics for this sort of spacious 
room can be tricky, but by incorporating acoustic 
ceiling panels patterned in a cloud-inspired design,  
the architects got it right.



“We were concerned with the acoustics in this room, but the design 
has been successful. You can hear the instructor even when sitting 
in the back row. It feels quiet, clean and crisp when someone is 
lecturing; even if you’re sitting next to people, you’re not getting the 
background noise,” said Hoffman.

Final grade: A+

The Monroe County campus of Northampton Community College 
has come a long way since it served 100 students in 1992. The new 
campus is four times the size of the original building and caters 
to 20 times the students. Its LEED standards make it much more 
sustainable, too.

“This is a remarkable campus, and I believe students and faculty 
agree,” said Culp.

Hoffman certainly does. “You don’t get a chance to build a campus 
from scratch very often, but we got that chance. I believe the new 
Northampton Community College campus is going to have a really 
positive impact on its students and the community,” she said.

Find out more about Northampton Community College’s Monroe 
County campus at www.northampton.edu.  
Learn about CertainTeed’s acoustic ceiling panels at  
www.certainteed.com/ceilings. 
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Discover our complete line of ceiling solutions:

CertainTeed Ceilings is part of Saint-Gobain building products and offers high–
quality, versatile ceiling products that are pleasing to the eye, the ear and the mind. 
Through our unique Environmental Acoustics™ approach, CertainTeed Ceilings 
enhances performance in any environment.
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